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Easier navigation for environmental monitoring and sterilisation process
validation product information with expert advice
Cherwell Laboratories, specialist suppliers of environmental monitoring and process
validation solutions for the pharmaceutical and related industries, announced the launch of
its new website. The revamped website features a streamlined and simplified design,
improved functionality and enriched content areas. In particular, it is now even easier to
gain access to Cherwell’s useful and informative library of cleanroom microbiology focused
assets. These include eBooks and guides in the resources section and technical tips,
product updates, newsletters and industry news in the blog section.
Created with the user experience in mind, the new design will help visitors navigate
through Cherwell’s extensive product and service offering; expert advice and technical
information, quickly and with ease. New features include filters on both the product and
blog pages allowing users to easily narrow down the options to rapidly find relevant
information to support them in the effective management of their controlled environments
and processes. For example, within the new resources section in depth guides on prepared
media, environmental monitoring and sterility testing are available to download. Frequently
asked questions offering handy hints and tips are also now included at the bottom of all
product pages.
Over the past 45 years, Cherwell has built a reputation for offering expert technical advice
and support to those working within the pharmaceutical and healthcare sciences industry.
“This website redesign is another way we are committed to creating the best possible
experience for our customers and website visitors and sharing our cleanroom microbiology
expertise,” commented Andy Whittard, Managing Director Cherwell Laboratories. “The aim

of our new website is to demonstrate that we understand the needs of our customers and
that we are willing to work with them to help them reduce risk in their business.”
He added, “We hope the information that we provide, and the ease with which users can
access it, will help them make well-informed decisions about their environmental monitoring
and process validation requirements. We have also ensured that it remains easy for visitors
to contact us, as we are always happy to directly discuss their individual requirements
further.”
Cherwell’s new cleanroom microbiology website will be regularly updated with news on
company products, accomplishments and events, as well as pharmaceutical, healthcare
and related industries developments and news. Visitors are encouraged to sign up for
Cherwell’s blog and newsletter to keep informed.
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